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SENSENICH PROPELLER Doin' It the Old Fashioned Way BY BUDD DAVISSON



here's a nearly new metal industrial building not far from the airport in Plant City, Florida and an easy fifteen minute drive from Lakeland and Sun 'n Fun. From the outside, the neat, clean appearance is that of a new business, recently joining others in the business park. The sign above the door, however, says otherwise. The sign reads "Sensenich" and that's a dead giveaway: It may be a new building, but at 70 years young, Sensenich could hardly be considered a new company. However, has the company's move from its ancestral home in Lancaster, Pennsylvania also meant a technological move in which modern machining techniques eliminated a reliance on hand labor? In the past few years there have been a lot of changes in the company. In 1989 all the propeller divisions were sold to Philadelphia Bourse, Inc. Then they split the Sensenich Propeller Company into three wholly owned subsidiaries and set the Sensenich Wood Propeller Company, Inc. up as a separate profit



T



Yeah, there's a brand new CNC computerized machining center just inside one of the big doors in the new building. But it's not used much. Not for aircraft, anyway. Mostly it hogs out the broad blade props used on airboats, which accounts for nearly half of the 3,000 Sensenich props made yearly. "Real" props, those used on airplanes, still rely on being rough-shaped on duplicating routing machines designed and built by Martin Sensenich in 1935. And they still rely on careful



center. These are the moves of businessmen, not hobbyists. Then they



moved the wood propeller division to Plant City. Every action could be interpreted as an effort to update the company and bring it into the '90s. Has it been updated? Yes and no. Yes, it is looking at the market through more-professional eyes. No, the crafts people with the magic hands have not been eliminated. In fact, their magic hands are still the backbone of the company. 50 JULY 1997 ;,-•



Don Rowell, General Manager of Sensenich



Wood Propeller company. Rowell and engineer Steve Boser were the only two original Sensenich employees to make the move to Florida in 1994.



eyes and steady hands to create the allimportant airfoil and final shape of each propeller. The Sensenich of the 1990s, try as it may, is still the Sensenich of the 1930s. Which isn't a bad thing, at all. In wandering through the cluttered, yet open, floor of the Sensenich shop, it's impossible to escape the reassuring feeling that certain things are timeless. It's nice to know, for instance, that the Sensenich prop which was hung on a brand new Cub in 1939, was likely profiled using the same template guides as a brand new Cub prop. And that the vast majority of the final shaping is done by hand, not machine. The 65 hp Cub prop and the 220 hp Stearman prop are the two most popular models they make (actually they still make anything they ever made . . . anything). But even Cub props aren't banged out by the dozens. In fact, saying Cub and Stearman props are the most popular only means those are the only models they actually carry in stock. And saying they have them in stock doesn't mean they have them stacked up like cordwood. Don Rowell, General Manager, likes to keep at least two or three around for immediate shipment. That's plenty of stock, for them. Every other prop is made in a onesy-twosy fashion. The phone rings. A customer needs a prop for a Porterfield, a Ryan STA or a Welch OW6M (we don't know what it is either, but their literature says it takes a 69A28 prop). The order form is



Few finished props are held in inventory, although a number of laminated blanks ready to be cut are always on hand.



Note the staggered laminations.



Each blank is composed of shaped-laminations which are staggered when laminating to eliminate wood waste and shorten machining time.



Loading up the hand-made glue roller with resorcinol. Each lamination is rolled across the roller for an even layer of glue.



The glued laminations are indexed over a central tooling fixture.



filled out and hopefully there's a glued-up blank ready to be profiled. If not, they drag out the patterns and begin laminating one. All Sensenich props begin the same way: Hidden within a bale of birch planks sitting on a shipping skid. The full inch thick boards are inspected, graded and those which make the grade (about 10%) are planed and surfaced in preparation for outlining and laminating. It's interesting to note that the propellers are actually laminated on all three axis. It's logical to think of them as being laminated only in the flat di-



rection, which would be the case if there was plenty of wood big enough to allow them to use one big, flat board for each lamination. That, however, simply isn't possible. To get both the length and the width necessary, while maintaining proper grain lines and quality, the individual laminations may have joints going both across the blade and parallel to its length for more width. Sensenich chief propeller engineer, Steve Boser, says as long as the joints are correctly placed in relation to other joints, they don't weaken the prop at all. All joints are butt-



Sensenich must have the worlds largest supply of "C" clamps. The pressure is "right" when the wood is barely deformed by the clamp.



joints, by the way, not scarfs. To save wood, the laminations aren't simply laid up in a big, square block and the prop hacked out of it. Instead, a pattern for each lamination layer has been developed over the years, which allows them to laminate the blanks with each individual layer shaped and staggered in such a way that a minimum of wood has to be removed and wasted. SPORT AVIATION 51



The central hub hold is bored out then a



drilling fixture is dropped into place and



each prop bolt hole is drilled individually



on a drill press.



Watching them do the laminating



is like watching wheel Wrights getting a Conestoga wagon ready to cross the



prairie. The technology is no more advanced. At some point in the last half century, they made a gigantic glue roller which is almost exactly like paper tape dispensers in which the tape rolls across a roller partially submerged in water. In this case, the roller is half submerged in resorcinol and the blank rolled across it. One pass leaves an even layer of glue. Then the next lamination is lathered up, and the next, and . . . The dripping laminations are indexed over a central pin and laid down on one another in the correct position. Then several craftsmen reach into the world's largest cache of "C" clamps and start clamping the mess together. How much is the right clamping pressure? According to Boser, "Twist until the clamp just starts to deform the wood." Like we said, high-tech isn't needed in some endeavors. According to Boser, the reason they use resorcinol rather than some spaceage epoxy is two-fold. First, resorcinol has stood up well over the years. Glue failures have never been a problem. Second, and probably more important, the props were certified with resorcinol. Even though there may be a newer, better glue out there, the recertification



process would be so expensive, it would negate any advantages. They are, however, studying the possibilities. While in rough blank form, the prop



Most props are roughed out on a 60-year-old duplicating router, but the company recently added a CMC machine which cuts to closer tolerances but is slower. 52 JULY 1997



flange holes are drilled and, to answer the obvious question, no, they are not gang-drilled. They are drilled one at a time. The large central boss hole is milled out, then a drill fixture dropped into place and a good old fashioned drill press used to drill the prop bolt holes. From the glued-up blank stage, the prop can be rough shaped in one of two ways, depending on what type prop it is. Although it changes at different times of the year, on average the



quired curve at a number of stations down the blade, are repeatedly used to check progress. First it is spoke shaves. Then it is sandpaper. Then finer sandpaper. Nothing happens quickly. The tipping operation is at least as artistic as the shaping. Either brass or stainless steel tipping is hand fitted to each blade individually. Every prop is just enough different to require a practiced hand and critical eye at fitting the several pieces together so as to maintain an uninterrupted curve. Where the wood is thick enough, wood screws are driven through countersunk holes



Nothing beats the human touch when it comes to getting it right. Templates for both sides of the blade are used in a minimum of four locations. Longer



0



blades use six templates.



production is about evenly split between props for airboats, drones and aircraft. The drone props are cut out of maple laminated plywood, while the rest are birch laminates. The drone props and most of the aircraft blades are run through the 1935 Sensenichbuilt duplicating router. The machine uses a master pattern and a router cutter in a process which isn't that much different than a hardware store keycutting machine. A guide runs along the master pattern, transferring its motions directly to the cutter. The machine may be old, but the reason they use it is that it works. It really works! In a matter of a few minutes, with chips flying in every direction, it roughs out a prop that, while a long way from being smooth, is none the less accurate and ready to be hand profiled. They also have a CNC machining center which uses a vertical side cutter, rather than an end-mill, which moves only horizontally: It depends on rotation of the blank to produce the airfoil shape. The cutter does not move vertically. These blades come out within 1/16th inch of profile, but where the blade flows into the hub is really rough and has to be final cut with a spoke shave and sandpaper. Regardless of how the blank was roughed into shape, the actual profiling of the prop is done precisely the way it was done on that first prop in 1928. Templates which show the re-



to attach the sheet metal. In the thinner areas, rivets are used. Then the screw heads are flooded with lead solder, even on the stainless steel. The final balancing of the blade is done as much during the dressing down of the tipping screws as at any other time. Every crafts person at each stage of manufacture is aware of the balance problem and do their best to maintain a proper balance. During the tipping operation they are especially critical. Part of the tipping process is the application of the layer of cotton reinforcing which is almost a
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that's the same or lies on a node of that frequency, the prop can get a high frequency



vibration going. This is what causes fatigue and then separation of blade tips. Extensive vibration studies are necessary when matching a metal prop to an engine to make certain there are no sympathetic vibraThe tipping operation is labor intensive and demands tions. That's also why experience and the right touch to get it right. Both brass haphazardly chopand stainless steel is used and is secured with screws ping a metal prop and rivets which are soldered over. down to fit is playing with fire. There's no way to know where it lays in the vibrational scheme of things. There is no substitute for a piece of sandpaThe theoretical side per and a steady hand. of wooden propellers is a long way from beincreased thickness re- ing static, especially at Sensenich. They quired to keep a wood are looking ahead, even though a maprop from fluttering. jority of their products end up with In the distant past, people who enjoy looking back . . . at metal props always had classics and antiques. They were a decided performance presently working on a new product line of composite, wood-core props. Sensenich's production is split between props for air- advantage over wood, but beginning in the midBecause airboat props take a much boats, aircraft and government drones. 1950s at Sensenich, the worse beating than aircraft props, Sensenich signature. Engineer Boser gap was nearly closed by airfoil im- Sensenich is using that market to desays finding a supply of the right qual- provements. Traditionally wood props velop the new line. They say it's not ity of grade A cotton is a continual had a flat backside because the airfoil unusual to see three-week-old wood problem which is much more knotty was some variation of the Clark Y. airboat props returned for major repair (pun intended) than finding the right This, according to Boser, worked fine, because everything lying loose in an quality of wood. He says they have it but it wasn't as efficient as it could be. airboat gets sucked through the prop. secured for the short term, but. . . In the early 1950s a Sensenich engi- The composite props are much tougher. There's a tendency to t h i n k of a neer, Mr. Rose, developed a blade On the aircraft side, the carbon Sensenich prop stuck only on the front airfoil that was curved on both sides. It fiber and fiberglass props let them deof some antique or classic when, in was vastly superior to past wood prop sign thinner, more efficient airfoils fact, they have been building props for airfoils and brought the wooden prop with flush mounted metal leading homebuilts for a long time. In fact, a into modern times. Most props de- edges. RVs will be the first to benefit lot of RVs, EZs and Kitfoxes are seen signed after 1955 use the Rose "E" from this technology with the Rotax with the familiar winged decal on their airfoil. According to Boser, the 912 on the Katana receiving the first blades. They report one of their growth Sensenich prop used on RVs is within certified versions. areas is the homebuilt and especially a few percentage points as efficient as Next year it will be exactly 70 years the RV-6 market. the metal ones but incorporates a lot of since the Sensenich brothers decided According to Steve Boser, they de- advantages which are typical of all they could carve their own propeller sign all props exactly as if they are wooden props. to replace the broken one on their aircertified, which in the case of the 0Wood, by its very nature, doesn't sled. In the years since, their name 360 RV prop is. like to transmit vibrations. In fact, it has become synonymous with the When asked whether metal props deadens vibration. When used in a wooden propeller. Years from now, have a performance edge, he said, prop, the fact wood won't generate a another generation may be saying the props which are designed for the same vibrational frequency of its own means same thing about carbon-graphite properformance numbers are identical, but there is little or no chance of it being pellers. At the Sensenich of the 1990s, that there may be a few percentage excited by vibrations from the engine. tradition is seen as a spring board to points difference elsewhere in the per- Metal props are like tuning forks, and the future, not as something to remain formance curve because of the ,if the engine has a vibration frequency unchanged. ^ 54 JULY 1997
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Sensenich Propellers 

rings. A customer needs a prop for a. Porterfield, a Ryan STA or a Welch. OW6M (we don't know what ... The central hub hold is bored out then a drilling fixture is ...
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Aluminum Propeller Applications - Sensenich Propellers 

Aero Commander 100. Lycoming O-320 /150. 74DM6-0-60. 74 inches. Aeronca 11AC. Continental A-65 / 65. 74CK-0-46. 74 inches. 2100-2250. 72.5 inches. 1.
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sensenich propeller manufacturing company, inc. - Sensenich Propellers 

b) When installing the spacer, make sure at least 3/4 inch but not more than. 1-1/4 inch of dowel is protruding from the spacer. The #1 stamped on the.
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530046 show brochure english - Sensenich Propellers 

2004, after years of leading the light aircraft and experimental aircraft market. This introduction followed years of careful testing of each propeller on each.
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Propellers 

Jul 10, 1970 - of direct-drive, fixed-pitch propellers ... reserve power that they are commonly ... desired airspeed? Fig. .... percent for each ten-percent increase ... ratio. As Fig. 1 shows, the higher the design airspeed the lower the propeller.
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Propellers 

Jul 10, 1970 - sidered and with the test data upon ... shows test data for angles down to ... 1 is intended to answer that ... The question naturally arises as to .... And this considers only the centrifugal for- ces. Bending and twisting stresses ..
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SENSENICH PROPELLER MANUFACTURING 

front spinner bulkhead, propeller hub, rear spinner bulkhead and spacer assembly. Engage the bolts by hand into the threads of the crankshaft flange bushings.
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Scimitar Propellers 

propellers of World War I vintage were "scimitared" for. BIOGRAPHY ABOUT ... The following year (1948) Fish Salmon won the race with a Cosmic Wind pulled by ... were machine carved from solid rectangular hand forgings and hand finished.
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Building Four Bladed Propellers 

painstaking project. What I consider to .... A Zenair Cricket is still under construction in his ... their projects - Aeronca C-3, Cessna. 120.140A, Pitts Special, ...
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Scimitar Propellers - Size 

propellers of World War I vintage were "scimitared" for. BIOGRAPHY ABOUT ... The following year (1948) Fish Salmon won the race with a Cosmic Wind pulled by ... were machine carved from solid rectangular hand forgings and hand finished.
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Homebuilding of Propellers 

(Cartoon by Tom Hurley). This is not the only way to carve a prop and .... Attached is a drawing of the jig. It worked fine for me. A. WINS ATTACH PLATES.
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wood propellers - raanz 

DOC#: WOOD-CF-REV-A.DOC 5-20-04. Sensenich ... static friction. That is, the ... Basic diameter in inches. Designates ... assumes that the threads of the bolts, nuts, or drive ... spinner screws per spinner installation ... friction between the prope
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - PDFHALL.COM 

GRAIN: Direction of face groin to lost dimension. PRICE EXTRAS: For quantities less than 5 sheets, add $2.00 per shipment for bundling. ON ORDERS OF 25 ...
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Sensenich Propeller Repair Manual - Grumman Pilots Association 

metal propeller intended for use on engines of a particular librium position. The sum of ... vided the values of steady stress and vibratory stress are is possible, by proper design .... a foreign object under heavy pressure. INCLUSION - Scale or ...
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Propellers and Performance 

which will let the engine turn full throttle in level flight without overspeeding, it is ... peller will screw itself ahead in one full revolution. Thus 5 ft. x 2500 = 12,500 ft.
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Building Four Bladed Propellers 

This is extremely important in obtaining good glue lines. fiberglass, Kevlar or carbon fiber, the strength of the wood used will not be a factor except at the hub.
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Sensenich Propeller Repair Manual - Grumman Pilots Association 

rear hub face is given with the repair specifications for each propeller model. 4.BLADE ANGLES CORRECTION: After the blades have been brought into face ...
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Measuring the Geometry of Propellers 

the radius and if all airfoils would have a flat lower side, then ... edge of the propeller, before the felt tip color has dried. Doing the same at the trailing edge leaves you with two traces on the ... method - the error is around 1 percent of the.
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...
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Gear or Direct Drive Propellers 

Feb 14, 1973 - Manchester, Conn. and. James A. Herndon (EAA 27889). 3 Country Lane. Simsbury, Conn. Jl HERE HAVE BEEN many articles written on.
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Sensenich Propeller Repair Manual - Grumman Pilots Association 

are shown by Figures 2 and 3 of this manual. Nicks or cuts into the leading or trailing edge of a blade may be individually repaired as shown by. Figure 2 ...
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Care and Maintenance of Wooden Propellers 

"Mirador", Rose Mead, Lake, Sandown, Isle of Wight, England. Following the ... dark. Oddly enough, these people usually are only too keen to hang an old prop on the den ... AT EXTREME TIP. The method of sheathing a plain propeller using.
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Why The S Curve In Propellers? 

By Bob Whittier invented in Malaya where they have some ..... outline to suit our fancy and fitted the several blade sec- tions within this contour, their centers of ...
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Propellers for the 1192-cc. Volkswagen Engine 

Jul 10, 1970 - by Stanley A. Hall (EAA 10883) ... sidered and with the test data upon ..... 3000-. 2.500-. 1000-. 1500 --150. 1000 - 100. 40. Static rpm, cruise ...
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